Chromatic induction from S-cone patterns.
Chromatic induction from patterned backgrounds depends on the spatial as well as the chromatic aspects of the background light. Color appearance with patterned and uniform backgrounds was compared using chromaticities distinguished by only the S cones; all backgrounds were equivalent to equal-energy white in terms of L-cone and M-cone stimulation. The measurements showed larger shifts in color appearance with a patterned chromatic background than with a uniform background at any chromaticity within the pattern. The measurements also showed that inducing light within different spatial regions could cause opposite shifts in color appearance: inducing light near a test field shifted appearance toward the inducing chromaticity (assimilation), while the same light some distance from the test shifted appearance away from the inducing chromaticity (simultaneous contrast). The shifts in color appearance were accounted for by a neural receptive field with S-cone spatial antagonism.